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(57) ABSTRACT 

In deviation prevention support ECU 10 in driving operation 
support system 1, an applied torque by steering torque 
applier 17 is set based on a vehicle speed of a vehicle. The 
applied torque is set to increase With increase of the vehicle 
speed. An upper limit according to the vehicle speed is set 
for this applied torque. Furthermore, in a Start interval in 
application of the applied torque, a rate of increasing to 

(21) Appl. No.: 11/138,307 . . . . . 
reach a maximum is determined according to the maximum 

(22) Filed: May 27 2005 of the applied torque. In a Close interval, the applied torque 
’ is decreased at a rate different from that in the Start interval, 

(30) Foreign Application Priority Data and the absolute rate of increasing the torque in the Start 
interval is set to be larger than the absolute rate of decreasing 

Jun. 2, 2004 (JP) .................................... .. 2004-165021 the torque in the Close interval. 
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DRIVING OPERATION SUPPORT SYSTEM AND 
METHOD 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Technical Field 

[0002] The present invention relates to a driving operation 
support system and method and, more particularly, to a 
driving operation support system and method that performs 
lane deviation prevention support for preventing from devia 
tion of a moving vehicle from a lane. 

[0003] 2. Background Art 

[0004] There are vehicles With a lane deviation preventing 
function for preventing a vehicle running on a road With a 
lane draWn thereon, from deviating from the lane. A system 
provided With this lane deviation preventing function is, for 
eXample, the one disclosed in JP 07-104,850A (hereinafter 
referred to as Reference 1). This system is con?gured to 
track a center line betWeen boundary lines of a lane, to apply 
a torque on the steering mechanism of the vehicle by an 
electric motor coupled to the steering mechanism, upon 
deviating the vehicle from the center line, and thereby return 
the vehicle toWard the position of the center line. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0005] Incidentally, Reference 1 describes nothing in par 
ticular about a temporal pattern and the magnitude of the 
torque applied on the steering mechanism. As a conventional 
method of applying such torque, the applied torque Was 
applied in a ?xed steer angle pattern and torque pattern. 
Namely, the torque pattern herein Was set With a ?xed slope 
and maXimum of applied torque. 

[0006] HoWever, the control according to such a constant 
torque pattern posed a problem that With control in a loW 
vehicle speed range, the driver felt great variation of behav 
ior of the vehicle to the control. Furthermore, there Were also 
desires for improvement in a deviation margin time and a 
driver’s response time, and for improvement in the feeling 
about Warning torque. 

[0007] An object of the present invention is therefore to 
provide a driving operation support system and method 
capable of reducing the behavior felt by the driver during the 
control in the loW vehicle speed range and improving the 
deviation margin time and the driver’s response time and 
also improving the feeling about the Warning torque, in 
eXecution of the lane deviation prevention control. 

[0008] A driving operation support system according to 
the present invention to achieve the above object is a driving 
operation support system for, When lane deviation estimat 
ing means estimates that a moving vehicle Will deviate from 
a lane, applying a Warning torque to the vehicle to prevent 
a deviation from lane, Wherein a pattern of application of the 
Warning torque to the vehicle is determined according to a 
vehicle speed. 

[0009] In the driving operation support system according 
to the present invention, the applied pattern of the Warning 
torque applied With a estimation that the vehicle Will deviate 
from the lane is determined according to the vehicle speed. 
By determining the applied pattern of the Warning torque 
according to the vehicle speed in this manner, it is feasible 
to reduce the behavior felt by the driver during the control 
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in the loW vehicle speed range and to implement the control 
With improvement in the deviation margin time and the 
driver’s response time and With improvement in the feeling 
about the Warning torque. 

[0010] The driving operation support system can be con 
?gured in such a form that the Warning torque is increased 
With increase in the vehicle speed When estimating that the 
vehicle Will deviate from the lane. 

[0011] By carrying out the control so as to increase the 
Warning torque With increase in the vehicle speed in this 
manner, it is feasible to keep the yaW rate small on the 
vehicle. The driver is thought to feel strongly the variation 
of behavior of the vehicle through the yaW rate, and the 
variation of the behavior felt in the loW vehicle speed range 
by the driver can be reduced by keeping the yaW rate small. 

[0012] The driving operation support system can also be 
con?gured in such a form that in the application of the 
Warning torque to the vehicle, the Warning torque is set in 
such a magnitude that a yaW rate on the vehicle is kept 
constant. 

[0013] By setting the magnitude of the Warning torque so 
as to keep the yaW rate constant on the vehicle in this 
manner, it is feasible to further reduce the variation of the 
behavior felt in the loW vehicle speed range by the driver. 

[0014] Furthermore, the driving operation support system 
can also be con?gured in such a form that an upper limit is 
set for the Warning torque applied to the vehicle. 

[0015] With application of the Warning torque according 
to the vehicle speed, the variation of the behavior felt in the 
loW vehicle speed range by the driver is reduced on one 
hand, Whereas the driver might feel great behavior in the 
high vehicle speed range on the other hand. In connection 
thereWith, if the upper limit is set for the Warning torque, the 
Warning torque can be prevented from becoming too large 
even in the high vehicle speed range. Therefore, the behavior 
variation felt by the driver can be prevented from becoming 
too large. 

[0016] The driving operation support system can be con 
?gured in such a form that the upper limit is the Warning 
torque at a reference vehicle speed. 

[0017] When the upper limit set for the Warning torque 
applied to the vehicle is set to the Warning torque at the 
reference vehicle speed, it is feasible to readily set the upper 
limit of the Warning torque applied to the vehicle. 

[0018] The driving operation support system can also be 
con?gured in such a form that the Warning torque increases 
to its maXimum at a speci?ed rate responsive to the maXi 
mum Warning torque applied to the vehicle. 

[0019] If in the application of the Warning torque Which 
increases to its maXimum at the constant rate, the timing of 
occurrence of aimed vehicle behavior Will vary. The time up 
to nulli?cation of the Warning torque Will vary in decrease 
of the Warning torque. These problems can be overcome by 
setting the rate of increasing the Warning torque, based on 
the maXimum Warning torque. 

[0020] Furthermore, the driving operation support system 
can also be con?gured in such a form that the rate of 
increasing the Warning torque is so set that a time necessary 
to reach the maXimum Warning torque is kept constant. 
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[0021] Where the Warning torque is large, a long time is 
necessary to reach its maximum value. This Will pose a 
problem that a suf?cient deviation margin time cannot be 
secured in the high vehicle speed range. The time necessary 
to reach the maXimum Warning torque can be kept not too 
long by setting the rate of increasing the Warning torque as 
folloWs: the rate of increasing the Warning torque is so set 
that the time necessary to reach the maXimum Warning 
torque becomes constant based on the maXimum Warning 
torque. Therefore, it is feasible to secure a suf?cient devia 
tion margin time in the high vehicle speed range. 

[0022] Another driving operation support system accord 
ing to the present invention to achieve the above object is a 
driving operation support system for, When lane deviation 
estimating means estimates that a moving vehicle Will 
deviate from a lane, applying a Warning torque to the vehicle 
to prevent a lane deviation, Wherein in an operation of, after 
increase of the Warning torque, decreasing the Warning 
torque increased, the Warning torque is decreased at a 
different absolute rate from that during the increase of the 
Warning torque. 
[0023] Where the absolute rate of increasing the Warning 
torque is equal to the absolute rate of decreasing the Warning 
torque, it is dif?cult to secure the deviation margin time and 
to eliminate the driver’s uncomfortable feeling or the like 
due to sudden removal of the Warning torque, all together. In 
this respect, When the absolute rate of decreasing the Warn 
ing torque is set at a different absolute rate from that of 
increasing the Warning torque, it is feasible to readily 
implement the control to overcome these problems at once. 

[0024] The driving operation support system can be con 
?gured in such a form that the absolute rate of increasing the 
Warning torque is set larger than the absolute rate of decreas 
ing the Warning torque. 
[0025] When the absolute rate of increasing the Warning 
torque is set at a larger value than the absolute rate of 
decreasing the Warning torque, it is feasible to secure a 
sufficient deviation margin time and to inform the driver of 
a start of the deviation prevention support by change of the 
steering torque in an early stage. It is also feasible to reduce 
the driver’s uncomfortable feeling due to sudden decrease of 
the Warning torque and to moderately resolve the behavior 
change of the vehicle after occurrence of the Warning torque 
and before nulli?cation of the Warning torque. 

[0026] Still another driving operation support system 
according to the present invention to achieve the above 
object is a driving operation support system for, When lane 
deviation estimating means estimates that a moving vehicle 
Will deviate from a lane, applying a Warning torque to the 
vehicle to prevent a lane deviation, Wherein in an operation 
of increasing the Warning torque to a maXimum, a rate of 
increasing the Warning torque in a predetermined ?rst 
increase period from a start of the increase is set larger than 
a rate of increasing the Warning torque in a second increase 
period subsequent to the ?rst increase period. 
[0027] In this con?guration, the period from the start of 
applying the Warning torque to reaching the maXimum 
torque is divided into the ?rst increase period and the second 
increase period, and the rate of increasing the Warning 
torque in the ?rst increase period is set larger than that in the 
second increase period, Whereby it is feasible to initiate the 
vehicle behavior for lane deviation prevention in an early 
stage. 
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[0028] The driving operation support system can also be 
con?gured in such a form that in an operation of decreasing 
the Warning torque from the maXimum, a rate of decreasing 
the Warning torque in a predetermined ?rst decrease period 
from a start of the decrease is set larger than a rate of 
decreasing the Warning torque in a second decrease period 
subsequent to the ?rst decrease period. 

[0029] In this con?guration, the period from application of 
the maXimum torque to release of the application of the 
torque is also divided into the ?rst decrease period and the 
second decrease period, and the decrease rate of the Warning 
torque in the ?rst decrease period is set larger than that in the 
second decrease period, Whereby it is feasible to terminate 
the application of the Warning torque, Without causing the 
driver to have a great uncomfortable feeling. 

[0030] The driving operation support system can also be 
con?gured in such a form that an absolute rate of increasing 
the Warning torque in the ?rst increase period is smaller than 
an absolute rate of decreasing the Warning torque in the ?rst 
decrease period. 

[0031] In this con?guration, the driving operation support 
system is con?gured in such a form that the absolute rate of 
increasing the Warning torque in the ?rst increase period is 
smaller than that of decreasing the Warning torque in the ?rst 
decrease period, Whereby it is feasible to secure a suf?cient 
deviation margin time and to inform the driver of a start of 
the deviation prevention support by change of the steering 
torque. In addition, it is also feasible to reduce the driver’s 
uncomfortable feeling due to sudden decrease of the Warn 
ing torque and to moderately resolve the behavior of the 
vehicle after occurrence of the Warning torque before nul 
li?cation of the Warning torque. 

[0032] Furthermore, the driving operation support system 
can also be con?gured in such a form that a process of 
preventing the lane deviation by the application of the 
Warning torque is set to be terminated by a steering operation 
and that When the process is terminated by the steering 
operation, the torque is decreased at the rate of decreasing 
the torque in the second decrease period from the start of the 
decrease. 

[0033] During the driver’s steering operation, the driver is 
already manipulating the steering Wheel in the direction to 
return the vehicle on the lane, Without need for quickly 
decreasing the Warning torque, and there is no friction 
component in the steering mechanism. In this case, there 
fore, there is no need for setting the ?rst decrease period. 
Therefore, the setting of the ?rst decrease period is canceled 
to decrease the Waning torque Without quick decrease 
thereof. 

[0034] As described above, the driving operation support 
system according to the present invention achieves the lane 
deviation prevention control While decreasing the behavior 
change felt by the driver during the control in the loW 
vehicle speed range, securing the deviation margin time and 
driver’s reaction time, and improving the feeling about the 
Warning torque. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0035] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a driving operation 
support system according to the present invention; 
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[0036] 
[0037] FIG. 3 is a ?owchart showing a control procedure 
of the driving operation support system according to the 
present invention; 

[0038] FIG. 4 is an illustration for explaining travel paths 
of a vehicle With and Without deviation prevention support 
in the vehicle running on a road; 

[0039] FIG. 5 is a graph shoWing an example of a Wave 
pattern of applied torque in the deviation prevention support; 

[0040] FIG. 6(a) is a graph shoWing an example of setting 
of applied torque Where the applied torque is constant 
regardless of vehicle speed, FIG. 6(b) a graph shoWing the 
relationship betWeen vehicle speed and yaW rate in the 
forgoing setting, and FIG. 6(c) a graph shoWing the rela 
tionship betWeen vehicle speed and lateral acceleration in 
the foregoing setting; 

[0041] FIG. 7(a) is a graph shoWing an example of setting 
of applied torque Where the applied torque is increased With 
increase in vehicle speed, FIG. 7(b) a graph shoWing the 
relationship betWeen vehicle speed and yaW rate in the 
forgoing setting, and FIG. 7(c) a graph shoWing the rela 
tionship betWeen vehicle speed and lateral acceleration in 
the foregoing setting; 

FIG. 2 is a front vieW of a meter unit; 

[0042] FIG. 8(a) is a graph shoWing an example of setting 
of applied torque Where the applied torque is increased With 
increase in vehicle speed and Where an upper limit is set for 
the applied torque, FIG. 8(b) a graph shoWing the relation 
ship betWeen vehicle speed and yaW rate in the forgoing 
setting, and FIG. 8(c) a graph shoWing the relationship 
betWeen vehicle speed and lateral acceleration in the fore 
going setting; 
[0043] FIG. 9 is a graph shoWing a temporal change of 
applied torque in the driving operation support system 
according to the present invention, in comparison With that 
in the conventional system; 

[0044] FIG. 10 is a graph shoWing the relationship of 
applied torque against lateral acceleration, used in setting of 
an initial value of applied torque; 

[0045] FIG. 11 is a ?oWchart shoWing a procedure after a 
start of a process in an applied torque decrease interval; 

[0046] FIG. 12 is a graph shoWing a temporal change of 
applied torque in the process shoWn in FIG. 11; and 

[0047] FIG. 13 is an illustration for explaining travel 
paths of a vehicle With and Without setting of a quick 
decrease range of applied torque in the applied torque 
decrease interval. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT OF THE PRESENT INVENTION 

[0048] The preferred embodiment of the present invention 
Will be described beloW With reference to the draWings. 
FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a driving operation support 
system according to an embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

[0049] As shoWn in FIG. 1, driving operation support 
system 1 according to the present embodiment is equipped 
With deviation prevention support ECU (Electric Control 
Unit) 10. Connected to the deviation prevention support 
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ECU 10 are a vehicle speed detector 11, a steering torque 
detector 12, a boundary-line recognition camera 13, a brake 
sWitch 14, a turn signal sWitch 15, and a main sWitch 16. 
Also connected to the ECU 10 are a steering torque applier 
17, a Warning buZZer 18, and a meter 19. 

[0050] The deviation prevention support ECU 10 esti 
mates Whether the host vehicle Will deviate from the lane, 
based on information outputted from the vehicle speed 
detector 11, from the steering torque detector 12, from the 
boundary-line recognition camera 13, and so on. When the 
ECU results in estimating that the host vehicle Will deviate 
from the lane after a predetermined time, it outputs a 
predetermined signal to the steering torque applier 17, to the 
Warning buZZer 18, and so on. The more detailed functions 
of the deviation prevention support ECU 10 Will be 
described later. 

[0051] The vehicle speed detector 11 is composed, for 
example, of sensors attached to the front Wheel portions of 
the vehicle, Which detect the speeds of the Wheels to 
determine the vehicle speed during driving of the host 
vehicle. The vehicle speed detector 11 outputs the detected 
vehicle speed to the deviation prevention support ECU 10. 

[0052] The steering torque detector 12 is, for example, a 
detector attached to a steering rod connected to the steering 
Wheel manipulated by the driver in the vehicle interior, and 
detects the steering torque exerted on the steering Wheel by 
driver’s steering operation. The steering torque detector 12 
outputs the detected steering torque to the deviation preven 
tion support ECU 10. 

[0053] The boundary-line recognition camera 13 is, for 
example, a camera located at a position in the vehicle 
interior Where it can vieW the circumstances outside and in 
front of the vehicle from the upper part of the Windshield, 
and takes an image of the circumstances outside the vehicle 
through the Windshield. The boundary-ine recognition cam 
era 13 outputs the image of the exterior circumstances thus 
taken, to the deviation prevention support ECU 10. 

[0054] The brake sWitch 14 is, for example, a sWitch 
attached to a brake pedal manipulated by the driver in the car 
interior, and detects a driver’s operation on the brake pedal. 
The brake sWitch 14 outputs a brake signal to the deviation 
prevention support ECU 10 When the driver depresses the 
brake pedal to apply the brakes on the vehicle. 

[0055] The turn signal sWitch 15 is, for example, a sWitch 
attached to a turn signal lever manipulated by the driver in 
the vehicle interior, and detects a driver’s operation on the 
turn signal lever. The turn signal sWitch 15 outputs a turn 
indication signal to the deviation prevention support ECU 10 
When the driver manipulates the turn signal lever to give a 
turn signal. 

[0056] The main sWitch 16 is, for example, a sWitch 
attached at a position Where the driver can set it in the 
vehicle interior, e.g., inside the door on the driver side. 
When the driver turns the main sWitch 16 on, the main 
sWitch 16 outputs an on signal to the deviation prevention 
support ECU 10. Receiving this on signal, the deviation 
prevention support ECU 10 initiates the deviation preven 
tion support. 

[0057] The steering torque applier 17 is, for example, an 
electric motor in an electric poWer steering system con 
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nected to the steering rod of the steering system. The 
steering torque applier 17 applies a predetermined steering 
torque being a Warning torque of the present invention, to 
the steering rod, based on an application signal outputted 
from the deviation prevention support ECU 10. In the 
present speci?cation, the steering torque applied by the 
steering torque applier 17 is referred to as an applied torque. 

[0058] The Warning buZZer 18 is, for example, a buZZer 
disposed in the instrument panel part in the vehicle interior, 
and emits a Warning in a predetermined sound volume 
enough to reach the driver. The Warning buZZer 18 is 
provided With multiple types of signals, and issues a prede 
termined type of Warning, based on a Warning signal out 
putted from the deviation prevention support ECU 10. 

[0059] The meter 19 is provided With a speed meter 21 and 
a tachometer 22, as shoWn in FIG. 2. The display part of the 
speed meter 21 provides displays of deviation prevention 
support execute indication 23 expressed by letters of “LKA” 
(lane keep assist), steering control execute indication 24, 
boundary-line recognition indication 25, radar cruise indi 
cation 26, radar cruise setting speed indication 27, and so on. 
These display portions provide appropriate displays, based 
on a display signal outputted from the deviation prevention 
support ECU 10. 

[0060] The operation or action of the driving operation 
support system 1 of the present embodiment having the 
above con?guration Will be described beloW. The present 
embodiment is characterized by a pattern of the applied 
torque by the steering torque applier 17 during execution of 
the lane deviation prevention, for performing the lane devia 
tion prevention support, but the Whole of the driving support 
control Will be described before the detailed description of 
this feature of the present embodiment. FIG. 3 is a ?oWchart 
shoWing a control procedure of driving operation support 
system 1 according to the present embodiment. 

[0061] In the driving operation support system 1 according 
to the present embodiment, the deviation prevention support 
ECU 10 checks Whether the main sWitch 16 is on, as a 
preliminary process to determine a start of the driving 
support. When the main sWitch 16 is on, a boundary-line 
information process of extracting boundary-lines by image 
processing from an image taken by the boundary-line rec 
ognition camera 13 is carried out to recogniZe boundary 
lines of a lane on Which the host vehicle is running. Then a 
boundary-line recognition process is carried out and a ?ag 
process is carried out based on the result of the detection of 
boundary-lines. After execution of the boundary-line infor 
mation process, it is determined Whether it is necessary to 
perform steering support (S1). The determination on 
Whether it is necessary to perform the steering support is 
carried out based on the vehicle speed information outputted 
from the vehicle speed detector 11, the information on 
Whether boundary-lines are recogniZed by the boundary-ine 
information process, and so on. 

[0062] After the determination is made on Whether it is 
necessary to perform the steering support, a evaluation of 
driver’s operation is then made (S2). The evaluation of 
driver’s operation is carried out based on the steering torque 
signal from the steering torque detector 12, the brake signal 
from the brake sWitch 14, the turn indication signal from the 
turn signal sWitch 15, and so on. When the steering torque 
signal indicates a value over a predetermined torque level, it 
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is determined that the driver manipulated the steering Wheel. 
When the brake sWitch 14 outputs the brake signal, it is 
determined that the driver performed the braking operation. 
When the turn signal sWitch 15 outputs the turn indication 
signal, it is determined that the driver manipulated the turn 
signal lever. Whether the driving support is to be continued 
is determined based on the results of determinations on these 
driver’s operations. 

[0063] After the evaluation of driver’s operation is made 
an operation amount of deviation alleviation control is 
subsequently calculated (S3). Calculated herein is a target 
torque necessary for returning the host vehicle to the inside 
of the lane. The operation amount of deviation alleviation 
control is calculated using a turning radius of the host 
vehicle determined based on the steering Wheel angle of the 
steering Wheel, and the vehicle speed of the host vehicle. A 
predetermined upper limit is set for the operation amount of 
deviation alleviation control. The calculation of the devia 
tion alleviation control operation amount Will be further 
described later. 

[0064] After the calculation of the deviation alleviation 
control operation amount, an evaluation of deviation from 
the lane is made (S4). It is determined herein Whether the 
host vehicle Will deviate from the lane after passage of a 
predetermined time, e.g., approximately one second later, 
and, based on the result of the evaluation on the deviation 
from the lane, it is determined Whether activation of the 
steering torque applier 17 and others are to be demanded. 
The evaluation on the deviation from the lane is made based 
on the state of necessity for the steering support, the state of 
detection of boundary-lines, an offset amount of the host 
vehicle relative to the lane, the yaW angle, estimated R of the 
road, the lane Width, and so on. 

[0065] NoW, let us suppose that the host vehicle M is 
running on a road R, as shoWn in FIG. 4. A travel arrival 
position of the host vehicle M about one second later is 
calculated based on the speed of the host vehicle M, the yaW 
angle, the offset amount relative to the road R, and so on. 
When it is determined based on the result of the calculation 
that a travel path C1 of the host vehicle M up to arrival at 
the travel arrival position is on a boundary-line W, the 
steering torque applier 17 applies the applied torque in the 
magnitude calculated in a subsequent process, to change the 
path, for example, to a travel path C2. The control is 
performed so as to change the travel path in this manner. 
This change of the travel path from C1 to C2 lengthens the 
deviation margin time before a deviation of the vehicle from 
the boundary-line. The application of the applied torque to 
the steering Wheel noti?es the driver of a risk of the 
deviation, to encourage the driver himself or herself to 
perform an operation to prevent the lane deviation. 

[0066] After evaluation of the deviation from the lane, a 
target torque of deviation alleviation control is calculated 
(S5). At this step, the ECU calculates a Wave pattern of the 
applied torque actually applied by the steering torque applier 
17 in accordance With the deviation alleviation operation 
amount. The Wave pattern of the applied torque at this time 
Will be further described later. 

[0067] After the calculation of the deviation alleviation 
control target torque, a horning buZZer process is carried out 
for informing the driver of execution of the deviation 
prevention support (S6). When the evaluation of deviation 
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from the lane process results in determining that the host 
vehicle Will deviate from the lane and When the steering 
torque applier 17 applies the applied torque, the Waning 
buZZer 18 outputs a Warning of predetermined sound. 

[0068] In conjunction With the execution of the homing 
buZZer process, a Warning display process is carried out 
(S7). When the evaluation of deviation from the lane process 
results in determining that the host vehicle Will deviate from 
the lane and When the steering torque applier 17 applies the 
applied torque, the meter 19 provides the displays of devia 
tion prevention support execute indication 23, boundary-line 
recognition indication, and so on. 

[0069] After that, a predetermined data output process is 
carried out (S8), thereby completing the driving support. 

[0070] Next, the time-varying Wave pattern of the applied 
torque applied by the steering torque applier 17 Will be 
described. The deviation prevention support ECU 10 of the 
present embodiment outputs an applied torque signal of a 
time-varying Wave pattern, for example as shoWn in FIG. 5, 
to the steering torque applier 17, and the steering torque 
applier 17 applies the applied torque to the steering rod, 
thereby applying the steering torque on the steered Wheels. 

[0071] In the time-varying Wave pattern shoWn in FIG. 5, 
the applied torque is increased at a constant rate in an 
interval from a start of the deviation prevention support up 
to reach the maximum applied torque (Start interval). After 
reaching the maximum applied torque, the applied torque is 
kept constant for a While (Keep interval). Thereafter, Where 
an application end condition is met, the applied torque is 
decreased (Close interval) for a While, and thereafter the 
applied torque is reduced at a smaller decrease rate up to 0. 
Thereafter, the process is terminated (FreeZe interval). Con 
cepts about the setting of the time-varying Wave pattern of 
the applied torque Will be individually described beloW. 

[0072] For preparing the Wave pattern of the applied 
torque as described above, the maximum applied torque is 
?rst determined. The maximum applied torque is determined 
as the deviation alleviation control operation amount accord 
ing to the vehicle speed of the host vehicle and others at the 
step S3 in the ?oWchart shoWn in FIG. 3. If the maximum 
applied torque is constant independent of the vehicle speed, 
there Will arise no particular problem in terms of the steering 
feeling and the vehicle behavior in the high vehicle speed 
range even if the maximum applied torque is relatively large. 
HoWever, if the same maximum applied torque as the 
maximum applied torque of the magnitude causing no 
problem in the vehicle behavior in the high vehicle speed 
range is applied in the loW vehicle speed range, the driver 
Will feel the vehicle behavior change large, so as to cause a 
problem in terms of the steering feeling. 

[0073] For example, let us consider a case Where the 
maximum applied torque is constant independent of the 
vehicle speed, as shoWn in FIG. 6(a). In this case, the 
vehicle speed is inversely proportional to the yaW rate 
caused by the vehicle speed and applied torque, as shoWn in 
FIG. 6(b), and the lateral acceleration is constant indepen 
dent of the vehicle speed, as shoWn in FIG. 6(c). Therefore, 
With increase in the vehicle speed, the lateral acceleration is 
invariant, Whereas the yaW rate decreases. This decrease of 
the yaW rate is considered to induce driver’s uncomfortable 
ness of the steering feeling. 
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[0074] In order to alleviate such uncomfortableness, the 
maximum applied torque is set according to the vehicle 
speed. Speci?cally, the maximum applied torque is set 
according to the vehicle speed so that the maximum applied 
torque is increased With increase in the vehicle speed, 
Whereby it is feasible to reduce the driver’s uncomfortable 
ness during execution of the lane deviation prevention 
support. 

[0075] Particularly, in application of the maximum applied 
torque, a preferred setting is such that the yaW rate on the 
vehicle becomes constant independent of the vehicle speed. 
Let us suppose that the maximum applied torque is set to 
increase With increase in the vehicle speed, as shoWn in FIG. 
7(a). In setting the maximum applied torque in this manner, 
it is preferable to set the maximum applied torque so that the 
yaW rate due to the applied torque becomes constant inde 
pendent of the vehicle speed, as shoWn in FIG. 7(b). 

[0076] When the maximum applied torque is set so that 
the yaW rate is constant independent of the vehicle speed, the 
lateral acceleration varies according to the vehicle speed, so 
that the lateral acceleration can be increased With increase in 
the vehicle speed, as shoWn in FIG. 7(c). Therefore, it is 
feasible to further reduce the driver’s uncomfortableness 
during the application of the applied torque. 

[0077] Incidentally, Where the maximum applied torque is 
increased With increase in the vehicle speed, the difference 
betWeen the maximum applied torque and the real vehicle 
behavior can be prevented from becoming too large in the 
loW to middle-high vehicle speed range of 50-100 km/h. In 
this case, hoWever, the lateral acceleration, i.e., the real 
vehicle behavior Will become too large in the high vehicle 
speed range over the foregoing loW to middle-high speed 
range, so as to possibly cause driver’s uncomfortableness. 

[0078] For setting the maximum applied torque, therefore, 
an upper limit is set for the vehicle speed in the change of 
the maximum applied torque according to the vehicle speed. 
This upper limit is determined, for example, according to a 
reference vehicle speed. Speci?cally, during execution of the 
deviation prevention support at vehicle speeds not more than 
the reference vehicle speed set as the upper limit, as shoWn 
in FIG. 8(a), the maximum applied torque is changed 
according to the vehicle speed so that the maximum applied 
torque is increased With increase in the vehicle speed, 
Whereby the yaW rate due to the applied torque becomes 
constant, as shoWn in FIG. 8(b). On the other hand, during 
execution of the deviation prevention support at vehicle 
speeds over the reference vehicle speed, the maximum 
applied torque is constant. When the maximum applied 
torque is kept constant, the yaW rate decreases, but the lateral 
acceleration is constant, as shoWn in FIG. 8(c), so as to 
reduce the difference betWeen steering torque and actual 
vehicle behavior. 

[0079] By setting the maximum applied torque in this 
manner, the driver’s uncomfortableness due to the decrease 
of the yaW rate can be relieved in the loW vehicle speed 
range. The driver’s uncomfortableness due to the difference 
betWeen steering torque and actual vehicle behavior can also 
be relieved in the high vehicle speed range. 

[0080] Next, the deviation alleviation control target torque 
calculated at step S5 in the ?oWchart shoWn in FIG. 3 Will 
be described. Set herein are time-varying Wave patterns of 
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the applied torque up to reaching the maximum applied 
torque and from the maximum applied torque to the applied 
torque of 0. The time-varying Wave patterns of the applied 
torque are set based on the maximum applied torque and 
others. 

[0081] For example, let us suppose that a basic pattern of 
the applied torque is set as indicated by a thin line L1 in 
FIG. 9. In the operation of changing the applied torque to 
the maximum applied torque corresponding to the vehicle 
speed in accordance With the basic pattern of this form, if a 
rate of change up to the maximum applied torque and a rate 
of change in decrease from the maximum applied torque are 
kept each constant and if the maximum applied torque 
becomes over the basic pattern, as indicated by a dashed line 
L2 in FIG. 9, a rise time (a time from a start of applying 
torque up to reach the maximum applied torque) and a fall 
time (a time from a start of decrease of torque at the 
maximum applied torque to an end of applying torque) Will 
both become long. 

[0082] The increase of the rise time Will result in length 
ening the time before occurrence of aimed vehicle behavior. 
This Will result in failing to secure a sufficient deviation 
margin time in the high vehicle speed range. The increase of 
the fall time Will result in failing to quickly terminate the 
control after an end of the operation necessary for the 
deviation prevention support, so as to cause driver’s uncom 
fortableness. 

[0083] For solving this problem, a rate of increasing the 
applied torque during the rise is so set that the time up to 
reach the maximum applied torque is set to a predetermined 
constant time, e.g., 0.4 sec, as indicated by a solid line L3 in 
FIG. 9. By setting the rate of increasing the applied torque 
up to reach the maximum applied torque in this manner, it 
is feasible to keep constant the time from the start of 
applying torque up to reach the maximum applied torque. 
This makes it feasible to shorten the time up to occurrence 
of the aimed vehicle behavior. Therefore, a sufficient devia 
tion margin time can be secured even in the high vehicle 
speed range. Since after the start of the deviation prevention 
support the large applied torque is applied in the high speed 
range, the driver can be informed through the steering Wheel 
that the present status is a dangerous situation Where the 
vehicle Will deviate from the lane. 

[0084] Just as in the case of the change rate during the rise, 
a rate of decreasing the applied torque during the fall from 
the start of decrease from the maximum applied torque up to 
the end of application is also set based on the maximum 
applied torque. For example, a rate of decreasing the Warn 
ing torque is so set that a time from the start of decrease from 
the maximum applied torque up to the end of application 
becomes a second predetermined time. Supposing the rise 
time of applied torque is set to a ?rst predetermined time, the 
second predetermined time as the fall time is desirably set to 
be longer than the ?rst predetermined time. This setting 
achieves the folloWing advantages: during the rise a Warning 
can be quickly issued after it is determined that the Warning 
is necessary; during the fall it is feasible to alleviate the 
driver’s uncomfortableness due to quick variation of applied 
torque. 

[0085] Once the rate of increasing the applied torque 
during the rise is determined, the rate of decreasing the 
applied torque during the fall can also be considered to be 
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determined so as to reduce the applied torque at the same 
absolute rate as the rate of increasing the applied torque 
during the rise. HoWever, if the applied torque is decreased 
at the same absolute rate as the rate of increasing the applied 
torque during the rise, the applied torque Will suddenly 
become null in the high speed range, so as to change the 
steering load. This makes the driver feel uncomfortable. 

[0086] For this reason, during the fall from the maximum 
applied torque, the applied torque is decreased at the rate 
Whose absolute value is smaller than the rate of increasing 
the applied torque during the rise, as indicated by the solid 
line L3 in FIG. 9. Speci?cally, for example, the change rate 
is set so that the fall time becomes 0.6 sec. 

[0087] By decreasing the applied torque at the rate Whose 
absolute value is smaller than the rate of increasing the 
applied torque during the rise in this manner, it is feasible to 
alleviate the driver’s uncomfortableness and to moderately 
resolve the behavior of the vehicle. Accordingly, it is fea 
sible to achieve the objectives of securing the deviation 
margin time during the rise and resolving driver’s uncom 
fortableness during the fall, at once. 

[0088] On the other hand, on the occasion of starting the 
deviation prevention support, the system is required to 
notify the driver under driving of the start of the deviation 
prevention support in an early stage and With certainty. In 
notifying the driver of the deviation prevention support, a 
secure method is to make the driver feel the applied torque. 
For this reason, upon the start of the deviation prevention 
support, the system is demanded to make the driver fast feel 
the applied torque. In the deviation prevention support, in 
order to secure the deviation margin time, the system is also 
required to start the vehicle behavior for the deviation 
prevention support in an early stage. 

[0089] For meeting these demands, the initial value of 
applied torque is determined based on the friction property 
of the steering mechanism. If the applied torque by the 
deviation prevention support is not more than the friction 
amount of the steering system due to the friction property of 
the steering mechanism, the driver Will not feel the applied 
torque. When the applied torque exceeds the friction amount 
of the steering system, the driver comes to feel the applied 
torque. When the applied torque exceeds the friction amount 
of the steering system, the vehicle behavior for the deviation 
prevention support appears. 

[0090] For this reason, a real characteristic betWeen steer 
ing torque and lateral acceleration in the host vehicle is 
determined to obtain a real characteristic curve P1, as shoWn 
in FIG. 10. A tangent P2 to this real characteristic curve P1 
is determined, and an intersection is obtained betWeen the 
tangent P2 and a line at the lateral acceleration of 0. Atorque 
value X indicated at this intersection is de?ned as a friction 
compensation amount, and is set as an initial value of the 
applied torque. In the present embodiment the speci?c 
torque is set as the initial value, but the applied torque may 
be arranged to quickly increase in an early stage by setting 
a certain time range (referred to as a ?rst increase period) 
and setting a torque increase rate larger in the ?rst increase 
period than that in a second torque increase period subse 
quent to the ?rst increase period. The case Where the speci?c 
torque (not being 0) is set as the initial value is equivalent 
to a case Where in the actual control the ?rst increase period 
is reduced to a time step length of the control. 
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